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Abstract—The increasing diffusion of distributed energy gener-
ation systems requires the development of new control paradigms
for the coordination of micro-generators, storage systems, and
loads aimed at maintaining the efficiency and the safe operability
of the electricity network. MicroGrids (MGs) are an interesting
way to locally manage groups of generation devices, but they
cannot singularly provide a significant contribution to sustain
the main electricity grid in terms of ancillary services, such as
the availability of a minimum amount of power reserve for the
frequency regulation. For these reasons, in this paper we propose a
framework for the aggregation and coordination of interconnected
MGs to provide ancillary services to the main utility. The proposed
framework is structured in three main phases. In the first one, a
distributed optimization algorithm computes the day-ahead profile
of the active power production of the MGs based on the available
forecasts of the renewable sources production and the loads
absorption. In this phase, scalability of the optimization problem
and confidentiality requirements are guaranteed. In the second
phase, reactive power flows are scheduled and it is ensured that the
active power trends planned in the first phase do not compromise the
voltage/current limitations. A final third phase is used to schedule
the active and reactive power profiles of the generation units of
each MG to make them consistent with the requirements and results
of the previous two phases. The developed method is used for
control of the IEEE 13-bus system network and the results achieved
are thoroughly discussed in terms of performance and scalability
properties.
Index Terms—microgrids, ancillary services, distributed opti-
mization, power flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE wide diffusion of renewables, distributed energygenerators, energy storage systems, and flexible loads has
many advantages in terms of efficient and flexible management
of the electricity grid and pollutants reduction. However, this
evolution also poses new coordination problems which must
be solved to guarantee reliable electrical services, like power
production and frequency/voltage regulation. A partial and
popular solution consists in grouping generators, storages and
loads in active small-scale grids, named MicroGrids (MGs),
which can act as flexible energy consumers or providers,
able to operate both when connected to the main grid and in
isolated mode [1]–[3]. In grid-connected mode, the internal
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generation units are usually managed in order to maximize the
MG profit coming from the external energy trade, see [4], [5],
but, as the number of connected MGs increases, this selfish
approach may cause serious problems at the grid level and
soon also MGs, as well as smart buildings, will be required
to provide external ancillary services, see [6]–[8]. One of the
main services that can be offered to the utility grid is the
provision of active power reserve that can be later used to
compensate frequency deviations [9]. This service, generally
requested to traditional generation plants, is characterized by
minimum requirements on the amount of power reserve to
provide, and it can be hardly required to single MGs. Indeed,
a single MG would have a negligible impact on the overall
grid system and, moreover, it is commonly characterized by
a limited capability, having also to satisfy the internal loads
[10], [11]. A possible solution is to manage the available
MGs in a collective fashion by aggregating interconnected
MGs and non-dispatchable elements, and considering them
as an unique electrical aggregation (eAG) controlled by
an external entity, named aggregator supervisor (AGS),
potentially capable to provide external ancillary services.
Considering eAGs allows both to reach an adequate size
and to simplify the managing tasks in charge of the system
operators, namely the Transmission System Operator (TSO)
and the Distribution Network Operator (DNO), which can
interact directly with the AGS system. The corresponding
overall control structure is schematically represented in Figure
1. The aggregator supervisor can be designed according to
centralized approaches, e.g. [11], [12], but these could be
inapplicable in view of the large size of the overall system,
leading to communication and scalability issues, and of
confidentiality reasons, i.e., of possible restrictions to the
information to be transmitted by the MGs, such as their
internal costs, generators characteristics and load demand
profiles. Considering that MGs are locally managed by their
own MGs Central Controllers (MGCC), the overall eAG
scheduling process can be solved in a distributed manner,
coordinating the MGs operations without requiring internal
sensitive information.
In this paper we propose a distributed method for the design
of an AGS planning the active power production/absorption of
MGs on a day-ahead basis according to the daily prices of the
sold/bought energy and to forecasts of loads and renewable
energy sources. In this approach, the MGs autonomously
manage their power sources while the AGS guarantees the
best economic management of the eAG and that a minimum
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2Fig. 1: Electrical aggregation management framework
amount of power reserve is always allocated. Specifically,
two kinds of active power reserve are considered: up and
down power reserve capacity. They correspond to the power
margins for increasing and decreasing the output power of
the generation units in order to compensate severe frequency
deviations.
An additional external service can be provided by using
MGs as reactive power producers/consumers. This allows to
regulate the line currents and voltages inside the eAG and to
minimize the eAG power losses. This second task is addressed
modelling each MG as a single equivalent generator. This
allows to solve the reactive power scheduling problem in
a centralized way and, at the same time, to preserve the
MGs internal sensitive data. This is made possible since the
reactive power service does not affect internal production
costs as it involves just the regulation of the inverters and of
the excitation generation systems. In other words, it can be
centrally asked each MG to produce/absorb a certain amount
of reactive power without affecting its internal economy.
According to these considerations, the proposed scheduling
method is structured as follows.
Phase 1: Distributed active power and reserve dispatch.
The day-ahead active power production/absorption profiles of
the MGs generation units, minimizing the internal production
costs and globally providing the minimum required active
power reserve, are computed with a distributed optimization
algorithm, the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM), see [13].
Phase 2: Power flow feasibility and reactive power
planning.
Each MG is requested to communicate its overall reactive
power capability to the AGS. The MGs’ reactive power
production/absorption is then scheduled to satisfy the
voltage/current limits and to minimize the overall power
losses inside the eAG. In this step, if an On Load Tap Changer
transformer (OLTC) is available at the interconnection with
the main utility, its voltage set-points can be also managed. In
case the power flow feasibility is compromised, the AGS can
also ask the MGs to vary the active power profiles scheduled
in Phase 1 considering the line limitations and the network
topology.
TABLE I: Acronyms
Acronym Description
ADMM alternating direction method of multipliers
AGS aggregator supervisor
DNO distribution network operator
TSO transmission system operator
eAG eletrical aggregation
MG microgrid
OLTC on load tap changer
Fig. 2: Flowchart of the eAG day-ahead scheduling process
Phase 3: Final scheduling of the MGs generation units.
In this final phase, each MG must schedule the active and
reactive power daily trends of its generation units considering
the requirements from Phase 1 and Phase 2.
Two situations may occur:
• Phase 3(a): the active power profiles scheduled in Phase
1 do not compromise the electrical feasibility, meaning
that active power variations are not requested by Phase 2.
In this case, the MGs independently schedule the reactive
power daily references for their local generators.
• Phase 3(b): Active power variations are needed to cope
with current and voltage limitations. In this case, the
MGs must not only schedule the reactive power daily
production of their generators, but also re-schedule their
active power production considering the overall set-points
provided by the previous phases.
A flowchart of the algorithm describing the inputs and out-
puts of each phase is shown in Figure 2. As already mentioned,
this three-step procedure is supposed to be performed off-line,
relying on the day-ahead energy prices and on the forecasts
of the load and weather trends, supposed to be available from
historical data. In this way, the AGS manages to schedule
the eAG power output achieving the best internal economic
management of the MGs respecting both the frequency reserve
and the electrical requirements, and then it can communicate
it directly to the system operators, e.g. TSO and DNO.
3The proposed approach is different from the ones discussed
in [14] and [15], where the goal of the aggregator supervisor
was to maximize its own profit, acting as an intermediate
between the system operators and the MGs; moreover, in [14]
and [15] a centralized framework was adopted. In [16]–[19],
distributed optimization frameworks have been designed to
manage aggregations of energy resources and loads, without
considering the ancillary services provision. A distributed
management of commercial buildings for frequency reserve
provision has been considered in [20] where however, a
simplified thermal modelling of buildings has been adopted.
Differently from the mentioned contributions, in this paper
the aggregator supervisor is also entitled of ensuring the
electrical feasibility of the scheduled power flows, performing
the Phase 2. Concerning this optimization step, a distributed
approach, as considered in [21], [22], can be critical due to the
nonlinearity and non-convexity of the underlying power flow
equations, which negatively impact on the convergence of most
distributed optimization-based algorithms [23]. However, as
already stated, distributed implementations are not necessary,
and a centralized approach can be used still preserving confi-
dentiality requirements and non affecting internal production
costs.
This paper extends the preliminary work reported in [24],
where just the reserve provision was considered and a low-
effective distributed decomposition method was used. The pa-
per is structured as follows: in Section II, the MGs modelling is
presented and the proposed distributed optimization algorithm
used in Phase 1 is described. The reactive power management
aimed at guaranteeing the feasibility of the proposed solution
is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the final optimization
performed in Phase 3 is described. The results achieved
by applying the proposed framework to the IEEE 13-bus
network, configured to include MGs, are extensively discussed
in Section V. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section
VI.
II. PHASE 1: ACTIVE POWER DISPATCH AND RESERVE
PROVISION
The network interconnecting the eAG elements can be
modelled as a bi-directional graph G(N , E) with nodes N =
{1, . . . , n} and edges E ⊆ N×N . The eAG includes a setNM
of flexible nodes (e.g. the MGs), a set NL of non-dispatchable
load absorption nodes (e.g., commercial buildings), and a set
NR of non-dispatchable generation nodes (e.g., renewable
sources power plants), where NM, NL, NR ⊆ N . All the
variables and parameters that will be used in the next sections
are described in Table II. As a convention, all the power values
are defined to be positive if delivered and negative if absorbed.
Moreover, the maximum and minimum limits of each variable
are denoted with a bar over or below the variable, respectively.
A. Microgrid modelling and problem formulation
In Phase 1 the economic management of the internal
resources is performed by computing, in a distributed way, the
optimal day-ahead profiles of the active power production of
the MGs. For this purpose MGs are modelled as discrete time
TABLE II: Optimization variables and system parameters
Symbol Description
p g , q g MG generator active/reactive power set-points [kW, kVar]
p b, q b MG battery active/reactive power set-points [kW, kVar]
pl, ql MG load active/reactive power forecast [kW,kVar]
pr MG renewable source active power forecast [kW]
qr MG renewable source reactive power set-point [kVar]
pmg , qmg MG active/reactive output power [kW, kVar]
sb MG battery state of charge (SOC) [%]
C b MG battery capacity [kWh]
c b MG battery usage cost [e/kWh2]
ag , bg , cg MG generator cost coefficients [e/kWh2,e/kWh,e]
r g↑p , r g↓p MG generator up/down active power reserves [kW]
r b↑p , r b↓p MG battery up/down active power reserves [kW]
rmg↑p , rmg↓p MG total up/down active power reserves [kW]
rmg↑q , rmg↓q MG total up/down reactive power reserves [kVar]
ρse, ρ
b
e Grid energy selling and buying price [e/kWh]
ρ↑rp , ρ
↓
rp Up/down capability active reserve prices [e/kWh]
pL, qL Active/reactive power forecast of an eAG
absorption node [kW,kVar]
pR Active power forecast an eAG non-dispatchable
generation node [kW]
pAG eAG total active output power [kW]
rAG↑p , rAG↓p eAG total active up/down active power reserves [kW]
V o Nominal network voltage [V]
∆V s OLTC voltage step-size with respect to V o [%]
∆V¯ s Maximum OLTC voltage variation [%]
θs OLTC step selector [boolean]
V Nodal voltage magnitude [V]
P loss Active power line loss [kW]
I Line current magnitude [A]
systems with sampling time τ = 15 min, being grid energy
prices and weather forecasts usually provided with the same
time rate. In view of the adopted time horizon of 24 hours,
N = 96 steps must be considered in the optimization problem.
The i-th microgrid, denoted as MGi with i ∈ NM, is generally
equipped with ngi fuel-based generators, n
b
i storage units, n
r
i
renewable generators and has a given load demand. Here, it is
assumed that the loads are neither shiftable nor interruptible.
In the timescale defined by the sampling time τ , the dynamics
of the generation units can be neglected. The active power
capability constraints are:
p g
ji
≤ p gji(t) ≤ p¯ gji (1)
p b
ki
≤ p bki(t) ≤ p¯ bki (2)
where t is the time index, while ji ∈ (1, . . . , ngi ) and ki ∈
(1, . . . , nbi ) represent the j-th generator and the k-th battery
installed in MGi, respectively. The dynamics of the state of
charge (SOC) of the batteries is:
sbki(t+ 1) = s
b
ki(t) − 100
τ
C bki
pbki(t) (3)
where for simplicity, the charge/discharge efficiencies have
been neglected. The SOC must be constrained between min-
imum and maximum bounds; moreover, it is often required
4that, for each battery, the amount of energy stored at the end
of the day equals the one at the beginning:
s bki ≤ s bki(t) ≤ s¯ bki
s bki(N) = s
b
ki(0)
(4)
The overall MG output active power is given by the following
internal power balance; it is expected that the output active
power of MGi verifies some bounds, dictated for instance by
an electrical contract with the DNO:
pmgi (t) =
nbi∑
ki=1
p bki(t) +
ngi∑
ji=1
p gji(t) +
nri∑
pi=1
p rpi + p
l
i(t) (5)
pmg
i
≤ pmgi (t) ≤ p¯mgi (6)
The active power reserves provided by the fuel-based genera-
tors correspond to the remaining power margins with respect
to the capability limits:
r g↑p,ji(t) = p¯
g
ji
− p gji(t) (7)
r g↓p,ji(t) = p
g
ji
(t) − pg
ji
(8)
As for the active power reserves of the batteries, not only
the capability limits must be considered, but also the amount
of stored energy. Indeed, the battery active power bounds are
defined as the minimum values between the capability limits
and the maximum amount of generating/absorbing power
based on the actual SOC:
rb ↑p,ki(t) = min { p¯bki ,
(
sbki(t) − sbki
)
100
Cbki
τ
} − pbki(t)
rb ↓p,ki(t) = min { − p bki ,
(
s¯bki − sbki(t)
)
100
Cbki
τ
} + p bki(t)
The nonlinearity of these expressions negatively affects the
complexity of the optimization problem. Therefore, they are
reformulated as follows:
rb↑p,ki(t) + p
b
ki(t) ≤ p¯bki (9)
rb↑p,ki(t) + p
b
ki(t) ≤
(
sbki(t) − sbki
)
100
Cbki
τ
(10)
rb↓p,ki(t)− pbki(t) ≤ − pbki (11)
rb↓p,ki(t)− pbki(t) ≤
(
s¯bki − sbki(t)
)
100
Cbki
τ
(12)
As it will be shown, the amount of active power reserve is
a gain for a MG. This implies that the optimal values of
the reserves of the batteries are the minimum between the
admissible values in expression (9)-(10) for the up reserve
and (11)-(12) for the down reserve. The overall reserves are
obtained by summing all the contributions of each MG. It is
assumed that power production of the renewable generators
can be used as down active power reserve since it can be
reduced in case of frequency unbalances. Formally, we define
rmg↑p (t) =
nbi∑
ki=1
r b↑p,ki(t) +
ngi∑
ji=1
r g↑p,ji(t) (13)
rmg↓p (t) =
nbi∑
ki=1
r b↓p,ki(t) +
ngi∑
ji=1
r g↓p,ji(t) +
nbi∑
pi=1
prpi(t) (14)
The goal of the MG internal management is to minimize the
production costs and maximize the gain from the external
trading. Therefore, the cost function for the generic MGi
management is:
Jmgi =
N∑
t=1
ngi∑
ji=1
(a gjiτ
2(p gji(t))
2 + b gji τ p
g
ji
(t) + c gji)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α
+
+
N∑
t=2
nbi∑
ki=1
c bkiτ
2 (pbki(t)− pbki(t− 1))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
β
+
−
N∑
t=1
hpi ( p
mg
i (t), r
mg↑
p (t), r
mg↓
p (t) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
η
(15)
In (15), α represents the MG generators fuel cost, expressed
as a second-order polynomial function with respect to the
generated power [25]. The term β includes the squared
variation of the active power set-point of the batteries to
avoid their frequent and excessive charge and discharge (note
that that the costs are multiplied by τ since they are energy
costs). Finally, the function hpi in η represents the gain/cost
of the MG considering the external trade, which will be
defined later since it depends on the AGS management. MGi
is compactly represented by defining the following vectors:
xpi = [(p
g
ji
, rg↑p,ji , r
g↓
p,ji
)∀ji∈{1,ngi }, (p
b
ki
, rb↑p,ki , r
b↓
p,ki
)∀ki∈{1,nbi}]
′,
dpi = [ p
l
i , p
r
∀pi∈{1,nri } ]
′,
ypi = [ p
mg
i , r
mg↑
p , r
mg↓
p ]
′,
where xpi includes the MGi internal active power variables, d
p
i
is the vector of non-dispatchable active power trends and ypi
is the vector of the MGi output variables. For compactness,
the variables referred to the whole time horizon are expressed
with bold symbols, e.g. xpi = [x
p
i (1)
′, . . . , xpi (N)
′]′. Similarly,
in compact form the MGi cost function can be rewritten as
Jmgi = f
p
i (x
p
i ) − hpi (ypi ) (16a)
where fpi includes the production cost of MGi, i.e. the terms
α and β in (15). The MGi constraints are compactly expressed
as
Api x
p
i ≤ bpi (16b)
where Api and b
p
i are properly defined. Finally, the outputs of
MGi can be written as
ypi = C
p
i x
p
i + M
p
i d
p
i (16c)
with a proper definition of the matrices Cpi and M
p
i .
For the description of the AGS scheduling process, the MGi
compact optimization problem (16) will be considered. This
is not only related to the notational compactness, but also
because MGs can be characterized by different cost functions,
constraints and composition of generations units and this must
not have an impact on the AGS management. It is also
5worth noting that the ancillary services requirements, e.g. the
provision of a minimum amount of power reserve, are not
included in the optimization problem (16). These constraints
will be defined at the AGS management level.
B. AGS problem formulation and distributed algorithm
At a collective level, the AGS must consider the sell-
ing/buying energy prices and the gain for the provided active
power reserve. The centralized AGS cost function is defined
as follows:
JAG =
∑
∀i∈NM
fpi (x
p
i ) − τρse′max (pAG,0) +
+ τρbe
′max(−pAG,0)− τρ↑rp′ rAG↑p − τρ↓rp′ rAG↓p
(17a)
Note that the eAG at time t can either absorb (pAG(t) < 0) or
release (pAG(t) > 0) power. The functions max (±pAG,0) in
(17a) compute the element-wise maximum between the eAG
output power profile ±pAG and the zero column vector, in order
to differently price the output eAG power considering either
the selling or the buying energy prices. Moreover, the overall
cost function considers also the gain for the provided up and
down active power reserves by the whole eAG.
The constraints (16b)-(16c) must be considered for all i ∈
NM, together with constraints for the minimum required up
and down power reserve
rAG↑p ≥ rAG↑p , rAG↓p ≥ rAG↓p (17b)
Finally, the following expressions are stated
rAG↑p =
∑
∀i∈NM
rmg↑p, i , r
AG↓
p =
∑
∀i∈NM
rmg↓p, i +
∑
∀jr∈NR
pRjr (17c)
pAG =
∑
∀i∈NM
pmgi +
∑
∀jl∈NL
pLjl +
∑
∀jr∈NR
pRjr (17d)
defining the total up and down eAG power reserve and the
active power balance for the whole eAG. From (17), it is clear
that the AGS objective is to minimize the MGs production
costs and maximize the overall profit due to the external trade
with the main grid respecting the MGs internal contraints and
the minimum up and down eAG power reserve constraints. The
overall optimization problem can be stated in the following
compact form:
min
xp∀i,y
p
∀i
zp
{
∑
∀i∈NM
fpi (x
p
i ) + g
p
z(z
p) } (18a)
subject to
Api x
p
i ≤ bpi
ypi = C
p
i x
p
i + M
p
i d
p
i
∀i ∈ NM (18b)
zp ∈ Zp (18c)
zp −
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp = 0 (18d)
where zp = [pAG ′, rAG↑p
′, rAG↓p
′] ′ and
gpz(z
p) =− τρse′max (pAG,0) + τρbe′max(−pAG,0) +
− τρ↑rp′ rAG↑p − τρ↓rp′ rAG↓p
The eAG reserve requirements (17b) have been condensed
in (18c) properly defining the set Zp ⊂ R3N,1, while the
constraints (17c)-(17d) have been compacted in (18d), intro-
ducing the vector dp combining the eAG non-dispatchable
output powers. The formulation (18) clearly shows that the
optimization problem includes the coupling constraints (18d)
which collects the MGs optimization variables and the AGS
ones. Finally, we identify with JAG,∗ the optimal value of the
cost function (18a), supposing to be able to solve (18) in a
centralized fashion.
However, as previously discussed, its centralized implemen-
tation is not advisable. As already mentioned, one of the
main drawbacks of the optimization problem stated in (18)
is that the AGS should know everything about the MGs
internal structure, units characteristics and costs such that it
can directly provide the set-points for their units. To overcome
this and to confer scalability to the solution of the problem
(18), it is here proposed to rely on the Alternating Direc-
tion Method of Multipliers (ADMM), a powerful distributed
optimization algorithm with enhanced convergence properties
with respect to the standard dual-decomposition approaches
[13]. To reach convergence, ADMM requires the convexity of
the cost function of the centralized problem. To this regard,
considering (18a), the terms fi(x
p
i ) have been defined to be
convex, while, regarding gpz(z
p), its piece-wise structure does
not directly guarantee any convexity properties. However, the
following result can be stated (the proof is reported Appendix
A):
Proposition 1. If ρbe(t) ≥ ρse(t) ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , N}, then the
function gpz(z
p(t)) is convex (but not strictly).
The requirement that, at each time instant, the buying price
must be greater than the selling one is realistic and also
quite common in the literature, e.g. [26], [27]. Indeed, in case
the eAG absorbs active power, the TSO/DNO afford some
fixed costs to bring the energy to the eAG additionally to the
generation ones, due for example to transmission or power
losses. This is not the case for the eAG when the energy is
produced in loco by the MGs resources and sold to the main
grid. Therefore, the ADMM method can be applied, defining
the following Augmented Lagrangian function:
Lµ(x
p
∀i,y
p
∀i, z
p,λ) =
∑
∀i∈NM
fpi (x
p
i ) + g
p
z(z
p) + λ′(zp +
−
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp) +
µ
2
||zp −
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp ||22
(19)
where µ > 0 is a tuning parameter and λ is named dual
variable or shadow price. Being (19) not fully separable
among the agents due to the presence of the quadratic term,
the sequential iterative procedure described in Algorithm 1
must be followed according to ADMM procedure.
It could be pointed out that Step 1 of Algorithm 1 does not
allow to preserve the confidentiality since each i-th MGCC
needs information about the optimal outputs of the other agents
at the previous iteration, i.e. (yp,k−1∀j 6=i , z
p,k−1), in order to
minimize Lµ. However, defining the constraint residual as
6Algorithm 1 Distributed economic dispatch through ADMM
Define with k the iteration index and initialize as:
k = 1 and λ0 = λ0
while convergence is not met
1). The MGCCs solve in parallel the following sub-
problems using information about the previous iteration:
for all i ∈ NM
(xp,ki ,y
p,k
i ) = argmin
s.t. (16b)-(16c)
Lµ(x
p
i ,y
p
i ,λ
k−1,yp,k−1∀j 6=i , z
p,k−1)
(20)
end for
2). The AGS gathers the optimal outputs of the MGs sub-
problems, i.e. yp,ki , and it solves the following sub-problem
zp,k = argmin
s.t. (18c)
Lµ(z
p, yp,k∀i , λ
k−1) (21)
3). The dual variable λ is updated by the AGS based on the
updated constraint residual
λk = λk−1 + µ · (zp,k −
∑
∀i∈NM
yp,ki − dp ) (22)
k is updated for the next iteration: k = k + 1
end while
rp = zp −∑∀i∈NM ypi − dp, it holds that
Lµ(x
p
i ,y
p
i ,λ
k−1,yp,k−1∀j 6=i , z
p,k−1) = fpi (x
p
i ) − λk−1′ypi +
+
µ
2
||zp,k−1 −
∑
∀j 6=i∈NM
yp,k−1j − ypi − dp||22 =
= fpi (x
p
i )− λk−1′ypi −
µ
2
|| rp,k−1 + yp,k−1i − ypi ||22 =
= Lµ(x
p
i ,y
p
i ,λ
k−1,yp,k−1i , r
p,k−1)
(23)
Therefore, to perform Step 1 it is enough that the AGS
provides each i-th MGCC with information about the dual
variable and the coupling constraint residual. The MGi cost
function to minimize is therefore defined by (23), and it
includes the internal production costs fpi (x
p
i ) and some other
terms related to the output variables ypi . These terms were
denoted in (16a) with the generic function hpi (y
p
i ) and, at
convergence, they express the cost/gain of the MGi for the
provided active power output and power reserves.
The optimality of the asymptotic solution to Algorithm 1
is guaranteed by the following proposition, which can be
straightforwardly proven based on the proof in [28, Section
3.4].
Proposition 2. The sequence {xp∀i,yp∀i, zp}k generated by
Algorithm 1 is bounded and its limit points are in the set
of the optimal solutions of the original problem (18).
Therefore, the sequence of the optimal value of the overall
cost function, generated by Algorithm 1 and defined as
JAG,k =
∑
∀i∈NM f
p
i (x
p,k
i ) + g
p
z(z
p,k), converges to the
optimal objective of the primal problem, i.e. JAG,k −→ JAG,∗
as k →∞. Although this is an asymptotic result, the ADMM
often converges in few tens of iterations with satisfactory
accuracy, and the following termination criterion can be used:
||rp,k||2 ≤ r ∧ ||zp,k+1 − zp,k||2 ≤ z , where r > 0 and
z > 0 are predefined tolerances [13].
Considering the practical implementation, the ADMM algo-
rithm applied to the eAG management consists in the following
iterative procedure: firstly the MGCCs perform in parallel their
local optimization problems (20), based on the previous values
of the constraint residual rp, and of the internal shadow price
λ. Then, the AGS gathers the optimal values of the MGs
output variables and solves its sub-problem (21), considering
the reserve minimum requirements and the external grid prices.
Notice that the MGs internal information and optimization
variables xpi are not externally shared. Finally, the AGS
updates the internal price λ based on the coupling constraint
residual, as in (22), which is communicated again to the MGs
such that they can start again performing the first step of
Algorithm 1. The dual variable λ = [λrp↑′,λrp↓′,λp′]′ can
be therefore interpreted as the vector of the internal negoti-
ation prices between the AGS and the MGs, for the output
active power (λp′) and for the power reserves (λrp↑′,λrp↓′).
Differently from the external trade with the main utility where
the selling and the buying prices are different, just one internal
price exists for the MGs output active power. This is done on
purpose since additional transmission-related fixed costs must
not be considered internally to the eAG.
III. PHASE 2: POWER FLOW FEASIBILITY AND REACTIVE
POWER PLANNING
A second optimization phase is necessary for twofold rea-
son. First, to ensure that the active power flows computed
by Algorithm 1 are consistent with the constraints on nodal
voltages and line currents. Second, to properly regulate the
reactive power flows inside the eAG, minimizing the power
losses and ensuring the network electrical feasibility. This
is made possible since MGs can have a significant role as
reactive power producers/consumers, being clusters of several
inverter-interfaced generation sources. As mentioned in the
Introduction, since each MG is regarded as a single equivalent
generator, this phase can be carried out by the AGS through
a centralized approach, without compromising the compu-
tational feasibility and without violating the MGs privacy
constraints. The eAG network is assumed to be linked to the
utility grid through a single point, referred as slack node and
conventionally numbered as the first node in N = {1, . . . , n}.
The presence of an OLTC transformer on the slack node
is also assumed, which adds a beneficial additional degree
of freedom by allowing for the step-wise variation of the
slack nodal voltage. This is often an effective solution to
maintain the network voltages and currents in the proper
range without affecting the scheduled active power set-points
of the generation units [29], [30]. For clarity, from now on
the optimal values of the variables computed in Section II
by Algorithm 1 will be denoted with the superscript *, e.g.
pmg,∗i .
7A. Modelling of the MGs as equivalent generators
At this stage, the MG output reactive power coincides with
the internal load demand since the generation units reactive
power production/absorption has not been yet scheduled. The
overall MG reactive power capability can be represented
by aggregating the capabilities of each generation unit. For
consistency with Section II, the overall MG reactive power
capability is expressed through up/down reserves. The follow-
ing relations hold:
qmg,∗i = q
l
i (24)
rmg↑∗q,i =
ngi∑
ji=1
q¯gji(p
g,∗
ji
) +
nbi∑
ki=1
q¯bki +
nri∑
pi=1
q¯rpi (25)
rmg↓∗q,i = −
ngi∑
ji=1
qg
ji
(pg,∗ji )−
nbi∑
ki=1
qb
ki
−
nri∑
pi=1
qr
pi
(26)
where the generators reactive power limits are expressed as
functions of the active power production, as usual for fuel-
based generators, [31]. The MG reactive power output and
reserves defined in (24)-(26) have been also denoted with the
superscript ∗ since they are not optimization variables in this
phase, but their values are computed based on the outcomes
of Phase 1. Actually, prior to perform Phase 2, MGs must
communicate to the AGS not only their optimal active power
trends, but also the active and reactive reserve capabilities.
The reactive power variation ∆qmg with respect to qmg,∗ is
then scheduled in Phase 2, and this must be bounded by the
up/down reserves:
−rmg↓∗q, i ≤ ∆qmgi ≤ rmg↑∗q, i (27)
It would be desirable that the optimal active power trends
achieved by Algorithm 1 are not varied, since it would be
sub-optimal with respect to problem (18). To this regard, since
the MG active power output has been locally constrained, see
(6), it is expected that just small active power variations may
be needed, e.g. in case more MGs are injecting an excessive
amount of active power in the same line leading to over-current
issues. Also in this case, the active power reserves scheduled
in Phase 1 can be used to limit the active power variations of
each MG. Therefore, denoting with ∆pmgi the active power
variation with respect to pmg,∗i , it holds that:
−rmg↓,∗p, i ≤ ∆pmgi ≤ rmg↑,∗p, i (28)
Nevertheless, the variation of the MGs active power outputs
should not compromise the minimum eAG frequency reserve
requirements (17b) defined in Section II. Therefore the fol-
lowing additional constraints must be considered:∑
∀i∈NM
(rmg↑,∗p, i −∆pmgi ) ≥ rAG↑p (29)∑
∀i∈NM
(rmg↓,∗p, i + ∆p
mg
i ) +
∑
∀jr∈NR
pRjr ≥ rAG↓p (30)
To sum up, the MGs are modelled as PQ generation nodes
with predefined active and reactive power trends, i.e. pmg,∗
and qmg,∗, allowing for active and reactive power set-points
variations, ∆pmg,∗ and ∆qmg,∗ which must respect prede-
fined capability limits, defined by (27)-(30).
It should be considered that some approximations are intro-
duced by the MG equivalent representation. For instance, if the
active power variation of certain MG implies that a battery
power production must vary at a precise time instant, the
corresponding reserve for the next time steps could change
as well since the SOC changes, see (10)-(12). However, as
already mentioned, consistent active power variations are not
expected and these will be highly minimized in the optimiza-
tion problem of Phase 2 acting as slack variables, used just if
electrical feasibility is compromised.
B. OLTC model
The on-load tap-changer can assume a finite number of
positions allowing to vary the slack voltage around its nom-
inal value. The slack voltage V1(t) is therefore modelled to
take 2ns discrete values, i.e. V1(t) = V o ± k∆V s where
k = 0, . . . , ns and ns = b∆V¯ s/∆V sc, see Table II.
In view of this, the OLTC daily voltage profile V1 is formally
defined as
V1 = V
o ( 1N +
ns∑
k=−ns
θsk k∆V
s) (31)
where 1N is the N -dimensional unity vector and θsk (for
k = −ns, . . . , ns) are vectors of optimization variables whose
entries take values in {0, 1}, defining when a certain position
k is selecter over the day. Moreover, the following constrain
is stated
ns∑
k=−ns
θsk = 1N (32)
in such a way that, at each time step of the day, only one
OLTC position can be selected.
C. Network model
The power flow equations must be considered to model
the network electrical variables. They are nonlinear functions
defining the nodal powers based on the network voltages and
on the nodal admittance matrix. Moreover, combining these
equations, also some other variables can be calculated such
as the active power losses and the magnitude of the flowing
current for each line of the network. These equations are not
explicitly expressed here as they be easily recovered from the
literature, see [32]. The following generic notation is therefore
used
Pj = f
P
j (V1,...,n, δ1,...,n, Y ) ∀j ∈ N (33)
Qj = f
Q
j (V1,...,n, δ1,...,n, Y ) ∀j ∈ N (34)
Plossi,j = f
loss
i,j (Vi, δi,Vj , δj , Y ) ∀(i, j) ∈ E (35)
Ii,j = f
I
i,j(Vi, δi,Vj , δj , Y ) ∀(i, j) ∈ E (36)
where fPj , f
Q
j , f
loss
i,j and f
I
i,j are vectors of static nonlinear
functions expressing the j-th nodal active power, the j-th nodal
reactive power, the (i, j) line active power loss and the (i, j)
line current magnitude over the whole optimization horizon,
8respectively. For each node of the eAG network, also the
power balance for each node must be stated, linking the nodal
powers defined in (33)-(34) with the output powers of the eAG
elements; it follows that ∀j ∈ N
Pj =
∑
∀i∈NM
σMi,j (p
mg,∗
i + ∆p
mg
i ) +
∑
∀jl∈NL
σLjl,j p
L
jl
+
+
∑
∀jr∈NR
σRjr,j p
R
jr
(37)
Qj =
∑
∀i∈NM
σMi,j (q
mg,∗
i + ∆q
mg
i ) +
∑
∀jl∈NL
σLjl,j q
L
jl (38)
where σM,R,Lα,β are boolean scalars defined to be equal to 1
just in case the α-th element is connected to the β-th node.
Finally, the electrical constraints must be also introduced such
that nodal voltages and line currents are kept inside the allowed
range
Vj ≤ Vj ≤ V¯j ∀ j ∈ N (39)
Ii,j(t) ≤ I¯i,j ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (40)
D. Phase 2 optimization problem
The overall optimization problem to be solved in Phase 2
can now be stated:
min
∆p
mg
∀i ,∆q
mg
∀i
θs∀is
{ ∑
∀(i,j)∈E
||Plossi,j ||22 +
∑
∀i∈NM
ζi ||∆pmgi ||22 +
+
ns∑
k=−ns
wsk
2 ||θsk||22
}
(41a)
subject to
MGs active and reactive power limits : (27), (28)
Active reserve requirements : (29), (30)
OLTC slack voltage modelling : (31), (32)
Power flow equations : (33)-(36)
Nodal power balances : (37), (38)
Voltages and currents limits : (39), (40)

(41b)
The first term in (41a) penalizes the active power losses. The
second one minimizes the MG active power variations through
the parameter ζi > 0, set to a very high value such that the
active power variations are allowed just if the problem feasi-
bility is compromised. The third term penalizes the variations
of the OLTC position. The corresponding weight, wsk2 > 0, is
defined such that the larger is the position variation, the higher
is the cost. The stated optimization problem is mixed-integer
and non-convex, and it can be centrally solved by means of
global optimization techniques [33].
IV. PHASE 3: FINAL SCHEDULING OF THE MGS
GENERATION UNITS
A final optimization procedure is needed to schedule the
power references of the MGs generation units consistently
with the active and reactive optimal profiles obtained in Phases
1 and 2. Note that, in the computation of the latter, some
approximations were introduced by modelling the MGs as
equivalent generators. Therefore, Phase 3 is necessary also to
verify that the MGs aggregation still provides the minimum
required power reserves, even though the constraints (29)-(30)
have been considered in Phase 2. Denoting the optimal values
of the variables computed in Phase 2 with the superscript ∗∗,
the following optimization problem must be solved.
min
xp∀i,y
p
∀i
xq∀i,y
q
∀i
zp
{ ∑
∀i∈NM
[
fpi (x
p
i ) + f
q
i (x
q
i ) + γ
p
i ||pi ||22 + γqi ||qi ||22
]}
(42a)
subject to
Api x
p
i ≤ bpi
ypi = Ci x
p
i + Mi d
p
i
Aqi x
q
i ≤ bqi (xpi )
yqi = C
q
i x
q
i + M
q
i d
q
i
pmgi = p
mg,∗
i + ∆p
mg,∗∗
i + 
p
i
qmgi = q
mg,∗
i + ∆q
mg,∗∗
i + 
q
i

(42b)
(42c)
(42d)
∀i ∈ NM
zp ∈ Zp (42e)
zp −
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp = 0 (42f)
Following the same reasoning of Section II, the internal and
output reactive power variables are compactly defined as xqi
and yqi , while the MGs internal reactive power constraints are
given by (42c). The constraints (42d) are here introduced to
make the MGs follow the active and reactive power outputs
dictated by the optimization problems in Phases 1 and 2. Two
slack variables are used in (42d), i.e. pi and 
q
i , to avoid
infeasibility problems, and they are minimized in the cost
function (42a) through the weights γpi > 0 and γ
q
i > 0,
taking very large values. Considering the cost function, the
MG productions cost are included through the function fpi ,
already defined in Section II, while a function fqi is also
introduced to properly distribute the reactive power burden
among the MG generation units. The active reserve minimum
requirements, defined in (42e) as explained in Section II, and
the coupling constraint (42f), are also included in the problem
formulation of Phase 3.
The optimization problem (42) cannot be solved in a central-
ized way because this would require the MGs to externally
share their internal information. Therefore, two different ap-
proaches must be used based on the outcome of Phase 2:
• Phase 3(a): No active power variations have been re-
quested in Phase 2, meaning that the power trends
scheduled in Phase 1 did not lead to over-current or
over-voltage issues. This means that the reserve provision
requirements, i.e. (42e), is already respected using the
active power references scheduled in Phase 1. Therefore,
(42) can be solved in a fully decentralized fashion ne-
glecting constraints (42e) and (42f), i.e. each MG solves
its local sub-problem scheduling the reactive power ref-
erences of its generation units, keeping as active power
set-points the ones computed in Phase 1.
9• Phase 3(b): In case active power variations have been
requested, a distributed algorithm must be used in order
to ensure that constraint (42e) is globally respected.
The same procedure of Algorithm 1 can be used in
this phase, by adopting the following Augumented
Lagrangian function
L˜µ(x
p
∀i,y
p
∀i,x
q
∀i,y
q
∀i, z
p, λ˜) =
∑
∀i∈NM
[
fpi (x
p
i ) + f
q
i (x
q
i ) +
+ γpi ||pi ||22 + γqi ||qi ||22
]
+ λ˜
′
(zp −
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp) +
+
µ
2
||zp −
∑
∀i∈NM
ypi − dp ||22
where λ˜ is the dual variable. In this way, the active and
reactive power references of each generation source are
computed consistently with the requirements of Phase 1
and Phase 2.
Final considerations
It could be argued that separating the whole scheduling
problem in three different phases may be not necessary and
it could lead to a sub-optimal solution. Actually, the problem
constraints and cost functions of Phase 1, 2 and 3 can be
clustered in a unique non-convex optimization problem which,
in principle, could be solved through a distributed algorithm.
However, it has been chosen to adopt this three steps procedure
for two main reasons:
1) Applying distributed optimization algorithms to non-
convex problems leads to sub-optimal solution, and
not-generalized convergence results [13]. Possible so-
lution algorithms exist but they usually have a complex
structure, e.g. in case agents have to communicate the
gradients and Hessians of their local cost functions and
constraints [34], or they have a quite slow convergence
[22].
2) The proposed structure allows to perform the optimiza-
tion phases in different time instants and at different time
rates. For instance, Phase 2 and 3 can be periodically
performed in the online management of the MGs, using
updated information about the load and renewable power
trends, ensuring the MGs support for the voltage and
current regulation, and for the minimization of power
losses. The same holds for Phase 1, which may be used
to reschedule the eAG active power production in case
the energy prices or the reserve requirements are varied
over the day.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The simulations have been carried out considering two case
studies: the IEEE 13-bus and the IEEE 37-bus system networks
with a varying number of MGs; the network characteristics
are derived from [35]. Morever, for the IEEE 13-bus system,
the presence of an OLTC has been supposed at the interface
with the main grid, while for the IEEE 37-bus system a direct
connection with the main grid is modelled.
Fig. 3: Case study 1: eAG network topology: IEEE 13 bus
system
TABLE III: Case study 1: MGs generation units
Owner (Type) (p, p¯) (q, q¯) Cb Costs
MG1 (Gen.) (20, 250) ±√(280 - pg) − (0.02, 6, 30)e−3
MG1 (Gen.) (20, 250) ±√(280 - pg) − (0.03, 6, 30)e−3
MG1 (Res.) (0, 80) ±80 − −
MG2 (Gen.) (20, 300) ±√(330 - pg) − (0.04, 1, 30)e−3
MG2 (Batt.) ± 30 ± 30 40 0.95e−4
MG2 (Res.) (0, 150) ±100 − −
MG3 (Gen.) (10, 80) ±√(90 - pg) − (0.001, 3, 30)e−3
MG3 (Res.) (0, 30) ± 30 − −
MG4 (Batt.) ± 40 ± 40 50 1.15e−4
MG4 (Batt.) ± 30 ± 30 40 1.10e−4
MG4 (Res.) (0, 60) ± 50 − −
A. Case study 1: IEEE 13-bus system
As shown in Figure 3, an aggregation of four MGs (MG1,
. . . , MG4), three loads (L1, L2, L3) and a non-controllable
generation source (R1) is initially considered. The OLTC
transformer is characterized by a maximum voltage deviation
∆V¯ = 10% and by voltage step-size ∆V = 2%. In Table
IV, the MGs generation units characteristics are described,
where the abbreviation ”Gen.” stands for fuel-based generator,
”Batt.” for battery and ”Res.” for renewable energy source.
For the following numerical results, the storage systems are
all supposed to start with SOC = 50% and are limited
between 20% and 80%. The used active power trends for the
load and renewable sources are shown in Figure 10(a)-(c)-(d).
It is assumed that the loads reactive power trends are all
characterized by a constant power factor of 0.8. In Figure
10(b), the day-ahead energy selling and buying price trends
are shown, while, for the sake of simplicity, the up and down
power reserve prices are kept equal to a constant value for
the whole day, i.e. ρ↑rp = ρ
↓
rp = 0.004 e/kWh. Concerning
the ancillary services provision, the whole eAG must provide
at least 100 kW of up and down power reserve at each instant
of the day, while the line currents are limited by 170A and
the nodal voltages by a maximum variation of 10%.
Algorithm 1 has been implemented in MATLAB and the
corresponding optimization problems are solved using IBM
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Fig. 4: Case study 1: (a) eAG active power forecasts: L1(solid)
L2(dashed) and L3(dotted) absorption, and R1(dashed-dotted)
production; (b) Day-ahead energy prices: buying price
(dashed), selling price (solid); (c)-(d) MG1(dashed-dotted),
MG2(dotted), MG3(dashed) and MG4(solid) load active power
and renewable source production.
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio. For the considered
aggregation case, the ADMM algorithm converges to the
global optimum in about 100 iterations. Figures 11(a)-(b)
show the scheduled eAG output power and provided up-
reserve trends, where it is evident that the minimum required
amount of power reserve is always globally provided.
Considering the dual variables defined in (19), their steady-
state solution can be interpreted as negotiation prices between
the AGS and the MGs. Indeed, the internal energy price,
defined by λp/τ , converges to the selling price when the eAG
exports power, and to the buying price when the eAG absorbs
power; in case the eAG does not exchange energy with the
main utility, the internal energy price takes an intermediate
optimal value, see Figure 11(c). On the other hand, the
internal price for the provided up reserve, λrp↑/τ , generally
converges to the main utility reserve price, apart from the
last part of the day where it increases to force the MGs to
respect the minimum required amount, as depicted in Figure
11(d). Once the active power profile of each MG has been
scheduled, Phase 2 can be performed to check if electrical
feasibility is compromised. The corresponding optimization
problem, (41), has been solved using the BMIBMB solver in
MATLAB, which can deal with non-convex problems with
mixed-integer variables. The current and voltage trends have
been simulated through the MATPOWER environment, a
well-known power flow simulation tool [36]. The final active
and reactive power trends for each MG, scheduled in Phase 1
and Phase 2 respectively, are shown in Figure 6(a)-(b). In the
considered case study, it was not necessary to vary the active
power outputs scheduled in the Phase 1 since the electrical
feasibility was not compromised.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5: Case study 1: Distributed algorithm results: (a) eAG
total active power output; (b) eAG overall active up power
reserve; (c) Energy prices trends: buying (dashed), selling
(solid) and internal energy price λp/τ (dotted) (d) Up reserve
energy price trends: main utility (dashed), internal λrp↑/τ
(dotted).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6: Case study 1: (a)-(b) MGs active and reactive power
flows: MG1 (dashed-dotted), MG2 (dotted), MG3 (dashed) and
MG4 (solid); (c) Line 7-8 current magnitude in case current
bounds are considered (solid line) and in case they are not
(dotted line); (d) Nodal voltages in case current bounds are
considered: V1 (solid), V2,...,13 (dashed).
Considering again Figure 3, it can be noted that line 7-8 is
one of the most critical ones since MG1 and MG2 inject
power through it, being also the MGs with larger production
capabilities. In Figure 6(c) the current magnitude profile in
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Fig. 7: Case study 1: (a) MG2 active power set-points:
Generator (solid), battery (dotted); (b) MG2 reactive power
set-points: Micro-generator (solid), battery (dotted), renewable
source (dashed).
line 7-8 is depicted both in case the current constraints are
included in the formulation of Phase 2 and in case they
are not. It is evident that the scheduled power flows would
violate the maximum current bound during the central part of
the day if line current limits are not considered in the MGs
management. On the contrary, if the currents constraints are
included in Phase 2, the AGS manages to ensure the electrical
feasibility and this is achieved by raising up the OLTC slack
voltage, see Figure 6(d). The OLTC manipulation therefore
allows to make the current evolve inside the predefined range,
without the necessity of decreasing the already scheduled
active power flows of MG1 and MG2.
Finally, the generation units power set-points are defined
according to Phase 3(a), since active power variations have
not been requested in Phase 2. Considering for brevity only
MG2, its final active and reactive power set-points of MG2
are shown in Figure 7.
Analysis of convergence and sensitivity of the distributed
algorithm of Phase 1
Algorithm 1 has been tested also considering larger num-
bers of MGs in order to assess the scalability of the proposed
approach. Two additional cases have been considered: one
with 8 MGs and one with 12 MGs. For the sake of clarity,
the structure of the MGs described in Table IV have been
reused. Precisely, for in 8-MGs case, in addition to the
previously defined MGs, also MG5...MG8 are considered and
placed at nodes 8, 7, 5 and 3, respectively (see again Figure
3). Moreover, MG5...MG8 are defined equal to MG1...MG4,
respectively, but with the initial value of the SOCs of all
batteries at 80%. Since the number of MGs is doubled with
respect to the previous case, the minimum amount of required
active reserve has been set to 200 kW. In the 12-MGs case,
the MG9...MG12 are also introduced, and placed at nodes
11, 2, 12 and 5, respectively. MG9...MG12 have been defined
with the same generations units of MG1...MG4, respectively,
and with initial value of the SOCs of all batteries at 30
%. Moreover, in this case the aggregation must satisfy the
minimum active reserve requirement of 300 kW.
In Figure 13 the differences between the optimal value of
Fig. 8: Case study 1: Optimal objective gap between the
centralized and distributed solution of Phase 1,(JAG,∗−JAG,k):
4 MGs (solid line), 8 MGs (dotted line), 12 MGs (dashed line).
the cost function of the centralized solution and the one
of the distributed algorithm over the number of iterations
are shown, considering the 4-MGs, 8-MGs and 12-MGs test
cases. It is evident that the distributed algorithm achieves the
same optimal objective of the centralized solution in about
100 iterations, even though a larger numbers of MGs are
considered. This result has been obtained by tuning the step-
size update of Algorithm 1 based on the aggregation-size. This
has been set to µ = 1e−5 in the 4-MGs case, µ = 0.95e−5
in the 8-MGs case and µ = 0.7e−5 in the 12-MGs case.
Additional guidelines on the choice of the ADMM step-size
can be adopted, as explained in [37].
The test-cases have been simulated using a laptop with an
Intel Core i7-6500u processor and 8 GB of ram. The average
computational time for computing the first step of Algorithm
1 was t1 = 3 s, while it was t2 = 5 s for the second and
third steps, resulting in a total computational time of tk = 8 s
for each iteration of Algorithm 1. Therefore, considering that
about 100 iterations were needed to reach convergence, the
total computational time for the algorithm to converge was
ttot = 800 s to schedule the whole daily power production
and reserve provision. These results witness the potentiality
of the approach as the total computational time to obtain the
optimal schedule does not increase with the number of MGs,
even though the size of the problem considerably grows up.
Indeed, considering both the MGs and the AGS optimization
problems, 3456 optimization variables must be considered for
the 4-MGs case, 6624 for the 8-MGs case and 9792 for the
12-MGs case.
B. Case study 2: IEEE 37-bus system
As shown in Figure 9, the eAG is composed of 8 MGs
and 17 loads. Four different MGs structures are considered
and their characteristics are reported in Table IV. All the
storage systems are supposed to start with a random initial
SOC, limited between 20% and 80%. The loads active power
trends are shown in Figure 10(a); concerning the reactive
power trends, it is assumed that all the loads have constant
power factor 0.8. In Figure 10(b), the day-ahead energy selling
and buying prices are shown, while, for simplicity, the up
and down power reserve prices are kept equal to a constant
value for the whole day, i.e. ρ↑rp = ρ
↓
rp = 0.004 e/kWh.
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Fig. 9: Case study 2: eAG network topology: IEEE 37 bus
system
TABLE IV: Case study 2: MGs generation units
Owner (p, p¯) (q, q¯) (Cb, E¯b) Costs
MGA(Gen.) (20, 300) ±
√
(330 - pg) − (0.02, 6, 30)e−3
MGA(Gen.) (20, 300) ±
√
(330 - pg) − (0.03, 6, 30)e−3
MGA(Res.) (0, 80) ±80 − −
MGB(Gen.) (20, 300) ±
√
(330 - pg) − (0.04, 1, 30)e−3
MGB(Batt.) ± 30 ± 30 (40, 20e3) (0.95e−4, 1)
MGB(Res.) (0, 150) ±100 − −
MGC(Gen.) (10, 80) ±
√
(90 - pg) − (0.01, 3, 30)e−3
MGC(Res.) (0, 30) ± 30 − −
MGD(Batt.) ± 40 ± 40 (50, 20e3) (1.15e−4, 1)
MGD(Batt.) ± 30 ± 30 (40, 10e3) (1.10e−4, 2)
MGD(Res.) (0, 60) ± 50 − −
Concerning the ancillary services provision, the whole eAG
must provide at least 200 kW of up and down power reserve
at each instant, while the line currents are limited by 160A
and the nodal voltages by a maximum variation of 10%.
The method has been implemented in MATLAB, using the
solvers CPLEX for Phases 1 and 3 and fmincon for Phase
2. The overall optimization problem has been solved also
in a centralized fashion for comparison. In the considered
case, ADMM converges to the global optimum in about 150
iterations. Figures 11(a)-(b) show the scheduled eAG output
power and the provided up-reserve trends achieved using both
the centralized and the distributed approaches: it is evident that
the same optimal solution is obtained and that the minimum
required amount of power reserve is always globally provided.
This means that the AGS is able to optimally manage the
eAG without any information about the MGs composition and
internal optimization problems. Once the active power profile
of each MG has been scheduled, Phase 2 has been performed
to check if electrical feasibility is compromised by the optimal
active power flows computed in Phase 1.
Considering Figure 9, it can be noted that line 7-8 is one of
the most critical ones since three MGs inject power through
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Fig. 10: Case study 2: (a) eAG loads active power demand;
(b) Day-ahead energy prices: buying price (solid red), selling
price (dashed green).
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Fig. 11: Case study 2: Centralized (dashed blue) vs distributed
solution (solid red): (a) eAG active power output, (b) eAG
active up power reserve; (c) Line 7-8 current magnitude in case
constraint (40) is considered (solid red) or not (dotted yellow);
(d) Active power of MGB attached to node 11 obtained by
Phase 1 (dotted yellow), Phase 2 (dashed red) and Phase 3
(solid blue).
it. In Figure 11(c) the current magnitude profile in line 7-8 is
shown both in case the current constraints are considered and
in case they are not. It is evident that the scheduled MGs power
flows violate the maximum current bound during the central
part of the day if line current limits are not considered. On
the contrary, if Phase 2 is performed, the electrical feasibility
can be achieved by asking the MGs a small active power
reduction. For the reported numerical results, the MGs placed
at nodes 10, 11 and 15 are asked to reduce their power; in
Figure 11(d) the output power of the MG attached to node
11 is shown both after Phase 1 (dotted) and after Phase 2
(dashed). At this stage, Phase 3 is executed such that the
MGs reschedule their units according to the active and reactive
power set-points from Phase 1 and Phase 2. The MGs are
able to track the power references and provide the minimum
requested power reserve given the fact that very small active
power variations are expected to be requested. In Figure 11(d)
the final output power of the MG attached to node 11 is
shown, which completely overlaps the profile obtained after
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Fig. 12: Case study 2: MGB: (a) Load absorption (solid red)
and PV generation (dashed blue), (b) Generator active power
output by Phase 1 (dashed red) and by Phase 3 (solid blue);
(c) Battery active power output by Phase 1 (dashed red) and
by Phase 3 (solid blue); (d) Battery SOC by Phase 1 (dashed
red) and by Phase 3 (solid blue).
Phase 2. Finally, Figure 12 reports the profiles of the internal
units of the MG attached to node 11. It is worth noticing
that as in Phase 2 it was requested to the MG to decrease
the output power to avoid over-current issues, the MG then in
Phase 3 reschedules its units minimizing its production costs
to maintain the output power references received by Phase 1
and Phase 2. As stated in the paper, Phase 3 however ensures
that the reserve constraints are respected by the whole eAG.
The scalability of Algorithm 1 has been tested considering two
additional cases: one with 12 MGs and one with 16 MGs,
connected to the IEEE 37-bus system. Figure 13 shows the
differences between the optimal values of the cost function
of the centralized solution and the one of the distributed
algorithm for the 8-MGs, 12-MGs and 16-MGs test cases. The
distributed algorithm achieves the same optimal objective of
the centralized solution in about 150 iterations, even though
a larger number of MGs are considered. This result has been
obtained by properly tuning the parameter µ of Algorithm 1
based on the size of the aggregation. Additional guidelines
on the choice of the ADMM step-size can be found in [37].
The average computational time for computing the first step
of Algorithm 1 was t1 = 3 s, while it was t2 = 5 s for the
second and third steps, resulting in a total computational time
of tk = 8 s for each iteration of Algorithm 1. Therefore,
considering that about 150 iterations were needed to reach
convergence, the total computational time for the algorithm to
converge was ttot = 1200 s to schedule the whole daily power
production and reserve provision. These results witness the
potentiality of the approach as the total computational time to
obtain the optimal schedule does not increase with the number
of MGs, even though the size of the problem considerably
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0
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Fig. 13: Case study 2: Optimal objective gap between the
centralized and distributed solution of Phase 1,(JAG,∗−JAG,k):
8 MGs (dashed blue), 12 MGs (solid red), 16 MGs (dotted
yellow).
grows up. Indeed, considering both the MGs and the AGS
optimization problems, 6624 for the 8-MGs case, 9792 for
the 12-MGs case and 13248 for the 16-MGs case.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach for the day-ahead scheduling and
control of microgrids grouped to form a electrical aggregation
has been described. The goal is to allow microgrids to provide
ancillary services to the main utility, e.g. in terms of power
reserve for frequency control. The method has been structured
in three phases. Scalability of the optimization problem and
confidentiality requirements have been guaranteed by resorting
to a suitable distributed optimization algorithm.
The developed solution can be easily extended in many direc-
tions. Among them, we recall the possibility to re-initialize and
run the algorithm during the day when unexpected conditions
occur in term of produced power due to significant weather
forecast variations or load changes. A further research direc-
tion can concern the use of these ideas to define aggregators
of commercial buildings. Future developments will also regard
the management of non-convex MGs cost functions, e.g. due
to the presence of boolean variables describing the switch
on/off of generators and batteries different charge/discharge
conditions.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof. Proposition 1 holds ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , N} and therefore
the time index is neglected in the following.
The function
gpz(z
p) =− ρse max (pAGτ, 0) + ρbe max(−pAGτ, 0) +
− ρ↑rp rAG↑p τ − ρ↓rp rAG↓p τ
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is said to be convex over Zp if and only if
gpz(z
p
2) ≥ gpz(zp1) + (zp2 − zp1)′∇gpz(z1) ∀zp1 , zp2 ∈ Zp
(43)
Moreover, if the inequality (43) is strict with zp1 6= zp2 , then
gz(z
p) is said to be strictly convex over Zp.
Take two instances zp1 = [(p
AG)1, (r
AG↑
p )1, (r
AG↓
p )1]
′ and zp2 =
[(pAG)2, (r
AG↑
p )2, (r
AG↓
p )2]
′. If (pAG)2 ≤ 0 ≤ (pAG)1, it can
be verified that (43) becomes (ρbe − ρse) · (pAG)2 ≤ 0. Since
(pAG)2 ≤ 0, this implies that gz(zp) is convex if and only
if ρbe ≥ ρse. The same result can be easily obtained in case
(pAG)2 ≤ 0 ≤ (pAG)1. On the other hand, if (pAG)1 and (pAG)2
have the same sign, e.g. (pAG)1 ≥ (pAG)2 ≥ 0, (43) collapses
in a trivial equality. This implies that gz(zp) is convex but not
strictly.
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